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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! Always a popular topic, we’ll discuss the latest #migraine treatments &
accessing them w/Shoshana (@migrainemeander) from Migraine Meanderings and Hope for
Migraine. Join/lurk even if you’ve not yet tried any! Chat tips & Qs: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! Always a popular topic, we’ll discuss the latest
#migraine treatments & accessing them w/Shos… 

The Chronic Connection Podcast @thechronicpod 
What's the worst thing a neurologist has ever told you about #migraine? #migrainechat #NEISvoid
#chronicillness 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
RT @beth_morton: Tomorrow! I'll be joined for #MigraineChat by Shoshana (@migrainemeander) to
discuss the latest #migraine treatments. Qs… 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! Always a popular topic, we’ll discuss the latest
#migraine treatments & accessing them w/Shos… 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! Always a popular topic, we’ll discuss the latest
#migraine treatments & accessing them w/Shos… 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
Hope you all join us today to chat about the latest #migraine treatments & accessing them with
@beth_morton in #migrainechat 

Dr. Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @migrainemeander: Hope you all join us today to chat about the latest #migraine treatments &
accessing them with @beth_morton in #migrai… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time joining, take a moment to review the chat tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#MigraineChat host. I'm having a rough week. Hope everyone else is doing better! 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s yo… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
My co-host today is Shoshana (@migrainemeander), a patient advocate for migraine and chronic
pain, as well as the Executive Director & founder of Migraine Meanderings and Hope for Migraine.
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton I’m really happy to co-host today and thanks so much, @beth_morton, for the invite.
This is such an important topic not only about the new treatment options themselves but also how to
access them. #MigraineChat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: My co-host today is Shoshana (@migrainemeander), a patient advocate for
migraine and chronic pain, as well as the Executiv… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainemeander I'm so excited we could finally coordinate a #MigraineChat together! This should
be chock full of great information. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I'm Raven, I'm in a weather flare today so I took the day off. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, two rules for clarity. Please *always*: (1) include #MigraineChat in tweets to
make following the conversation easier & include them in the transcript. (2) start your reply w/A1, A2,
etc. corresponding to the Q number (e.g., Q1 A1) or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Reminders: (1) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use GIFs or
flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai  @hazelmaddie 
@beth_morton I'm Maddie, very tired but looking for this month's chat! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
We’ve seen more new treatments for specifically #migraine in the last few years than ever before, but
that doesn’t mean we have all been able to try them or that, if we have, they have been effective. This
is always a popular topic, so let’s discuss. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. How do you typically hear about new #migraine treatments and then gather information about
them? #MigraineChat https://t.co/yl3ZKIZHnb 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@hazelmaddie Hi Maddie! I'm dragging, too, after a weekend of migraine. Thanks for being here
today. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 The weather is not helping me either. Did you get snow? We're just getting freezing
drizzle. #MigraineChat 
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton I’m Sarah, I recently completed my SSA Continuing Disability Review. It took a lot out
of me & I’m glad it’s sent in. But the process/waiting game is making me nervous & would appreciate
any good vibes! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AnnaSmi32756298 Hi Anna, good to see you here for #MigraineChat! 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A1. #MigraineChat I typically hear about new #migraine treatments from medical
conferences and events with certified headache specialists - then I gather info through searches of
quality articles - then post the info on social media so others can learn about them. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I usually learn from twitter, both from other patients/orgs & from pharma press
releases. Then I google for scientific articles from established med sources. I rarely learn first from my
HAS though I will discuss them with her. #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai  @hazelmaddie 
A1, funny enough, I get a lot of targeted ads that introduce me to new treatment. But most of it comes
from migraine groups sharing new academic studies. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton Q1 - #migrainechat - it's such a fast changing field that sometimes we're scrambling to
catch up on new info - but that's a great thing for people with #migraine! 

Maddie Sedai  @hazelmaddie 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Good luck! I just got my renewal approved, it is an exhausting process!
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton We had a warm front yesterday and now a very blustery cold front today. A 30 degree
temp drop in 12 hours sucks for my head. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton Darcy here. I’m vertical for now until nap time time. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Oooof, Sarah. I went thorugh this in Feb-May. It's brutal. I felt like I had to bare
everything. Be good to yourself. Sending all the good vibes. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s yo… 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @hazelmaddie: A1, funny enough, I get a lot of targeted ads that introduce me to new treatment.
But most of it comes from migraine group… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hey! I’m Alex a few minutes late. It’s blistery cold here #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: Honestly, Twitter and patient communities tend to be where I hear about the news
first. Although there are medications I haven’t heard about that my headache specialist will clue me
into. #MigraineChat 
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alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How do you typically hear about new #migraine treatments and then gather
information about them? #MigraineChat https:/… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1. Here on #MigraineChat! And then I research them online. 

kelsey  @kelseysmigraine 
@beth_morton I’m a little late, I’m Kelsey. I’m seeing the otolaryngologist this week for facial and jaw
pain so I’m cautiously optimistic. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton A1: It's interesting that increasingly patients are learning about new
treatment options from each other! #migrainechat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth  sorry you had to go through this earlier this year. It’s definitely a
Not Fun™  thing. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. I definitely hear about them most from you as you share research and trials. Then
I bring them up with my doctor and we have little conferences discussing new options and how they’ll
be applied in the field #MigraineChat 

A. E. @AceOnFire77 
@beth_morton A1: I usually hear about them from my neurologist. I am an academic research
librarian, so I have access to medical, and pharmocology databases. I can place search trackers on
these to keep me posted about meds. (This is what I did with Aimovig) #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@hazelmaddie @beth_morton Congrats! It SO is an exhausting process, both physically and
mentally. Glad to hear yours got approved & thanks for the well wishes  #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A1: @beth_morton is a great resource of new research and trials!
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Are you comfortable trying a newly approved #migraine treatment right away or do you prefer to
wait? How do you weigh this decision (risk v. benefit)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DQl6IljwLm 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Same. I bring the info; she helps me sort out if it's good for me.
And it's not a slight against my HAS that she doesn't bring it up first. I only see her 3x/year so there's a
lot to cover at each appt. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Best of luck! I was supposed to have mine and it’s kind of just
disappeared so I’m playing the “doesn’t exist until I get a notice” game… it’s been almost 2 years
#MigraineChat 

kelsey  @kelseysmigraine 
A1. Usually I hear about new treatments from #Migraine Twitter. Then, I’ll do some googling for
gathering information. It’s typically hard for me to find any detailed answers though, assuming it’s
cause there’s not a whole lot of information readily available yet #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainemeander @HemingwayMuse I try to do my best over here on Twitter, but you all are my go
to referral for folks who prefer FB! We'll make sure you share your website and FB links, etc.
#MigraineChat 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton I second this answer! #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
A1, I prefer to wait, take my time reading studies and to discuss with my neurologist. Unfortunately, if
my insurance pays for it has a lot to do with when I choose to try something new. I wish that wasn't
such a huge factor #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Yes and no, the new CGRPs with lower half lives I jump on immediately, longer
half lives and I’m less open because of my history of bad reactions. I also weigh other comorbid flares
to evaluate if timing is right. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A2. Personally, I've pretty much tried everything that ok for me, so I want to try new
#migrainemeds as soon as possible! It's a risk v benefit decision for me because of the consequences
of not having effective/tolerable treatments #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
Sorry, this is A2. #MigraineChat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @hazelmaddie: A1, I prefer to wait, take my time reading studies and to discuss with my
neurologist. Unfortunately, if my insurance pays… 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton A2- absolutely. though the first time i was nervous. but now i'm more comfortable
trying new meds. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@kelseysmigraine This is where I struggle too. Both Beth and myself have been working to publish
our own responses to new meds as we try them to help add to patient stories. The info is severely
lacking #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: I go through cycles where I'm more ambivalent on my tx, so I wait & see. Other
times, I'm desperate for anything that might work, so I want to jump on it right away. But the biggest
determinant is the side effects. And, of course, insurance coverage issues. #MigraineChat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A1 A lot in migraine groups, online, then discuss with dr. #migrainechat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: At this point in my journey, I’m pretty mentally burnt out with trying migraine
preventatives in general (if that makes sense). But if my doctor said, “hey I *really* think this is the
one” I’d probably jump on it. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1. I spend a lot of time here on Twitter following migraine specialists, researchers, and their
professional orgs/conferences. I also set up a daily Google alert to get notified of #migraine news
(some is clickbait, some refereed journals). #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
A2. I was going to say I’d rather wait a little bit. But it turns out, I’ve tried Nurtec which was only
approved February 2020 so I guess I’m not opposed to it lol 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat Complicated question. I've never had a neurologist (for more than
one visit) that I trusted. I've never seen a migraine specialist. And I don't have an MCAS specialist
either. So I'm not eager to jump into new treatments. I prefer to wait & learn from other px's. 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton A2: It's interesting you say that because I think that's pretty common! I
go thru times when I'm just "done" with trying new things... but then I pick myself up & keep going. It's
stressful I know #migrainechat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton Sorry you are having a hard week. 💜 #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
 sorry forgot to add #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: A1. I spend a lot of time here on Twitter following migraine specialists,
researchers, and their professional orgs/confere… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton This is exactly where I’m at. Occasionally I’ll revisit older classes
where I have something left to try but I’ve failed so many of them that getting access to new ones
quickly is the main goal. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton I'm relieved I'm not the only one who just gets burnt out sometimes and
meh on preventatives unless my HAS thinks it will be good for me personally. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2. I mostly try thing right away. Especially if the side effect profiles feel "safe." I do a lot of research.
The cost/benefit for me is that nothing much has worked since becoming chronic 6 yrs ago, so I'm still
looking for effect tx. Ins does play a role, tho. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A2: That's a really tough one - finding a dr who is educated in the latest
#migraine treatments can be v. hard. I'm grateful for the rise in telehealth the past 2 yrs which has
increased access to HAS, but it's still challenging. #migrainechat 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@MaeNena73 @SarahLerner @beth_morton You aren't alone at all! I have to take breaks too.
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Also? I tried ~ 20-25 meds and failed them all before I found some success with
Bo*tox and then Cef*aly. So that contributes to my hesitation as well. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Have you tried a CGRP inhibitor or other new #migraine medication for preventive or acute
treatment (e.g., Aimovig, Emgality, Ajovy, Vyepti, Nurtec, Ubrelvy, Reyvow, Qulipta)? What was your
experience (e.g., effectiveness, side effects)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/asBxSTST0o 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Yes, even though I’m desperate for something that works I definitely
am thankful they aren’t mass released because trying something new and then managing side effects
and hopes is exhausting. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A2: Yes! I try to keep focused on the goal... how do I get access to
the new treatments? #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@HemingwayMuse Well I’m glad it’s not just me who struggles to find information. It just proves how
far we still need to go. I’ve tried a few new meds so I’ll take some time later to share my experience so
other people can at least access the information #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton For sure! #MigraineChat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you tried a CGRP inhibitor or other new #migraine medication for
preventive or acute treatment (e.g., Aimovig, Em… 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: no, because my insurance requires I do botox, then Aimovig or Emgality, then
Nurtec or Ubrelvy as abortives, then Qulipta. Even though my HAS & I both think Ubrelvy might be the
better option for my flares. Step therapy sucks. #MigraineChat 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton I've just hit my 3 year mark with Aimovig. I had a few manageable side effects in the
beginning but they got better. Constipation was the most stubborn. Effectiveness 30-50% ish. I'm a
messy case :) #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A3 #MigraineChat Haven't had the opportunity. The VA briefly mentioned me trying
one, then decided I had to fail Bo*tox first. 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
@beth_morton Nothing works for me either, but MMJ provides some relief. It's really wild that very
little works #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A3: I've tried the majority - Aimovig, Ajovy, Vyepti, Nurtec, Ubrelvy & Reyvow.
Unfortunately they either don't help or have intolerable side effects. It's been frustrating realizing that I
don't seem to respond to CGRP inhibitors & Reyvow isn't a good fit :( #migrainechat 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton Nurtec helps my trigeminal neuralgia but not my migraine. Ubrelvy helps my migraine
attacks, I had to go up in dosage and it made a huge difference. So I navigate using both and have to
space them out. Nurtec causes me sinus pain if taken too often. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@hazelmaddie @beth_morton A3: I'm constantly amazed at how different we all are when it comes to
#migraine - and that we often discover very little works and/or is tolerable. It makes discovering
effective treatments really hard. #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
Q3. I tried Nurtec as an abortive and it worked less than 50% of the time for me. No side effects
though. I’m currently on Emgality. This month will be month 4 on it. No side effects (none that I’ve
noticed). I’m not sure about effectiveness though. #MigraineChat (1/2) 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 yes! I’ve tried aimovig (failed), ubrelvy (marginal success), and Nurtec (failed) and
my Qulipta will arrive in the mail soon. I’ll reply to this with a threaded series of blogs where I share my
in depth experience! #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A3: Emgality: no benefit or side effects. Just tried Aimovig: no side effects, but oddly
seemed to increase my headache pain? So I went off of it. Haven’t tried any of the others (yet).
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A3: that's challenging! So sorry you are dealing with red tape from the
VA for #migraine meds. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton For aimovig: This article is a little sassy i was in a bad bad place symptom wise as I
wrote it. #MigraineChat https://t.co/H0syW4quyh 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A2 I’m like Mae-Be Exhausted. Love your description. I am pretty much willing to try
anything and have even retried meds. Sometimes finding different combinations will actually work for
awhile. I am fortunate to have found a good headache specialist . #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton For Ubrelvy: #MigraineChat https://t.co/DDut8ZhrEK 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Typos & ran out of characters. There are a few things I haven't tried yet bc, like others, I'm tired: of
fighting insurance, of dealing with side effects (that weren't commonly reported, but I consistently get).
So I totally get taking breaks. Treatment fatigue. #MigraineChat 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton A3: That's great that Aimovig has been helping you. 30-50%
may not seem like a lot to some people, but it's huge for many of us! #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton For Nurtec my personal experience with it as an abortive: #MigraineChat
https://t.co/R7XtuJH4S0 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton 3. Achieved remission w Aimovig but had to stop due to gastroparesis complications.
Emgality was so-so. Ajovy is wearing off. Starting Qulipta soon. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton And for Nurtec as a preventative which features Beth as well #MigraineChat
https://t.co/OxGtfGShDg 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
A3* sorry I’m off today. I’m also taking Propranolol and Gabapentin as preventatives so any other
those could be why I’m experiencing less migraine attacks lately. #MigraineChat (2/2) 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A3: Step therapy can be very frustrating. Sometimes drs are able to
provide info to side-step that, & sometimes we can appeal ourselves, but it's a challenging process.
#migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you tried a CGRP inhibitor or other new #migraine medication for
preventive or acute treatment (e.g., Aimovig, Em… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3. I've tried all but Vyepti and Qulipta. If you check my blog Resource page, I've written about a few
of these. The only one I still use is Ubrelvy. The others didn't work or worked but with side effects I
couldn't manage. #MigraineChat https://t.co/NDw3ex6yxo 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@cannontekstar @beth_morton A3: that's such a difficult situation when something works well but
isn't tolerable. So sorry to hear that! #migrainechat. Have you tried Vyepti? 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Aimovig definitely increased my pain too, so you’re not alone in that
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Have you tried any of the approved devices for #migraine (Cefaly, gammaCore, Nerivio, sTMS,
Relivion)? What was your experience (e.g., effectiveness, side effects)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/XmqI7rP1J2 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton A3: there do seem to be a small percentage of people who experience
increased migraine - either frequency or severity. It's only anecdotal but we hear about that a lot. Sorry
to hear that happened to you! #migrainechat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A2. Same neuro for over a decade. He's always on top of new stuff and I trust his
opinion. So if he's in, I'm in for new stuff. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A3: Let us know if Qulipta helps you! #migrainechat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Have you tried any of the approved devices for #migraine (Cefaly,
gammaCore, Nerivio, sTMS, Relivion)? What was your… 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton A4 - I use Nerivio as an abortive for migraine - pairing it with Ubrelvy is amazing as it
dials it down while I wait for the Ubrelvy to kick in. #MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. My allodynia pretty much makes these all intolerable for me. I’ve tried Cefaly and
Nerivio but since my allodynia is strong on my whole body these just don’t mix well for me.
#MigraineChat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Have you tried any of the approved devices for #migraine (Cefaly,
gammaCore, Nerivio, sTMS, Relivion)? What was your… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton I absolutely will! I’m really hopeful for this one. More so than with
any other med I’ve tried #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A1). Here and my neuro. Then do a bit of my own research. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton My headache specialist swears by this combo for treatment I’m
so glad it’s working for you! #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton Wait it's #migrainechat day already? I feel like I blinked and the year was over. Hi
everyone, I'm Sarah Renee chirping in from the overcast East Coast. I just finished a Cefaly session
to keep away this migraine that was brewing from the rain. 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton A4 - I use gammaCore as a preventive for my chronic cluster headache and it helped
me get better managed. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A4: I've tried gammaCore in the past but it's now contraindicated for me - never tried
sTMS - I don't like the sensation of CEFALY & it triggers attacks - love the Nerivio & it helps if I catch
an attack early enough - can't wait to try Relivion! #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
A4. I haven’t, but I REALLY want to try Cefaly. While I have a general idea of how it works, I think I’m
just curious on if it’ll work for me and what it feels like. I’m planning on getting it next year when the
new FSA funds hit. Fingers crossed it’s still on sale #MigraineChat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A3 I have tried all but Vyepti and Quliota. Triptans work well for me but I do like
Reyvow so I do get into rebounds with Triptans. Back on Aimovig for 2nd time along with Botox and
Trokendi. Causing weight gain and hair loss but working so staying on it for now. #migrainechat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton A4: that's great that it helps you! #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That's part of why I've been hesitant to try them (as well as cost).
When my pain flares, so does my allodynia. If I can't stand a soft blanket touching my head, I can't
imagine being able to stand a Cefaly. #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A4. Cefaly is ok. I've fallen down w using the preventative setting every day & REALLY
need to be better about it. As an abortive, some pain at higher settings, but comparatively less than
migraine  ♀  #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Seems like we’re not the only ones! #MigraineChat
https://t.co/hcIiFRPIaN 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton A4: it seems that a lot of people benefit by
combining a device with a med. I wish more drs prescribed or recommended the devices.
#migrainechat 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A4: Allodynia can be a big issue with these devices. Mainly we
see that with the CEFALY, but it can happen with any of them. So sorry they aren't feasible for you!
#migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat I have tried, and currently use, Cefaly. I did not notice a difference
when I tried it prophylactically, but it eliminates or reduces headache pain for me when used acutely. [I
use it in addition to my rescue meds.] 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yeah the cefaly I tried and returned it so I got my money back, the
nerivio I have and got the initial bit for $10 but the refills are cost prohibitive and i find it painful, but
I’ve got like 8 sessions left I’ll likely never use #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton As much as I wished they worked I find the devices so costly
since my insurance won’t cover them so since it doesn’t work I at least don’t have to battle it working
and me not being able to afford refills #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainemeander @HemingwayMuse @AnnaSmi32756298 Even if they did, cost is still such an
issue. I know some orgs are working on it, but we need better coverage for these devices so people
can access them! I think that might play into docs prescribing them? #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@SarahLerner @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A4: definitely not the only ones - it happened to
me with Aimovig. I started getting daily migraine for the first time in my life. They were less severe, but
pretty much non-stop:( Plus my hair fell out & my stomach was so bad I went to the ER 2X.
#migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @migrainemeander @AnnaSmi32756298 Yup my doc is running a clinical trial so his
patients can get it for free if they participate in the trial. #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton Hey, I'm Sarah! I'm not at all new to headaches (& all the other fun symptoms) but I
am new to the chronic migraine diagnosis as of last month. So today I'll be mostly lurking & learning
about what's out there because I'm a total newb!  #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton A4: It can be challenging to remember to keep using it daily. It takes so
long compared to taking a medn - but if it helps that's great! #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat That is my experience with Cefaly + meds as
well.

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Have you encountered any barriers to accessing the new #migraine treatments (provider access,
insurance, cost, etc.)? Did access issues affect your ability to start or continue these treatments?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/0b5ioJeqEO 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How do you typically hear about new #migraine treatments and then gather
information about them? #MigraineChat https:/… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: I did a 3-month trial of the sTMS mini. No benefit or side effects. It was expensive
but the upside was that I got a refund if it didn’t work after that period of time. If it helped though? It
would have cost even more $$$ to continue. #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
@bisexualturtle @beth_morton Welcome! Today's chat is very good, there are a lot of things I still
haven't tried and I'm learning a lot! #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A4: that's great to hear CEFALY works to stop a migraine for you!
#migrainechat 
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One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat I meant abortively, not acutely. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@bisexualturtle @beth_morton Welcome  #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@hoperhenderson @beth_morton A4: sorry to hear that! Have you tried any of the other medical
devices for migraine? #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton how did I forget about my allodynia? Something to keep in mind if
I plan to try Cefaly #MigraineChat 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton A5 - I have experienced needing prior authorizations and devices aren't covered so
navigating those have been tricky. So cost is a big one. Thanking my insurance has been good so far
on the prescription meds. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: my biggest barrier is insurance coverage. They insist on at least doing botox first
before anything else. Second barrier is hospital policy. Some tx (e.g. medical marijuana for pain &
insomnia) are off limits. Third barrier is cost. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I’m on tricare and Medicare and don’t qualify for copay programs. Normally it’s
been fine and I just need a prior authorization, but I’ve been fighting like hell to get Qulipta since it was
approved #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A4. I've tried all of these w/great hit to my bank account. I still use Cefaly & gammaCore, & am
anxiously awaiting Relivion's release. The others didn't work well enough to justify the cost. My
reviews of some of these are also on my blog. #MigraineChat https://t.co/NDw3ex6yxo 

Anna Williams @AnnaSmi32756298 
@beth_morton @migrainemeander @HemingwayMuse Absolutely! Cost is an issue. Insurance needs
to cover devices! #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A5: there are such huge barriers to treatments from insurance that it can seem imposs
sometimes to access them. Then few drs are aware of all the new options. And price makes many
inaccessible. This is esp true for some of the devices which are priced out of reach. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton My first issue was they’re requiring a neuro to write the script, my HAS isn’t a neuro.
And my insurance has just been miserable about processing paperwork. I’ve worked with 15+
individuals during this 2 month long process and cried a lot. #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A2: I would say I'm pretty game to try anything at this point, especially since most
"tried-and-tested" methods haven't worked for me thus far. BUT would def want to hear other pt
experiences first. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@kelseysmigraine @beth_morton Definitely check if cefaly still offers the money back guarantee!
Makes it worth trying if you can get a full refund. That’s what I did #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
A5, my DR and I are working on increasing my current medications to see if we can see improvement,
he's not big on injections so I'm getting some pushback. But cost is definitely the biggest barrier!
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@DarcyBonjour @beth_morton A3 #MigraineChat Yeah. I don't respect the neurologist (attending dr)
who oversees the VA department where I go. Even when the residents have a good idea, she shoots
them down and denies the treatment. 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A5: it's interesting that so many ins require botox because it's not
approp for everyone. There is so little understanding that migraine varies dramatically between
people. It wld be great if drs could prescribe what they think is best & ins would just approve it!
#migrainechat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A4 I have tried gammacore and not a lot of help but may revisit it. I cannot use the
others because I have cochlear implants #migrainechat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Have you encountered any barriers to accessing the new #migraine
treatments (provider access, insurance, cost, etc.)?… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5. Like others, I'm on government insurance. I can't use copay cards. My plan might "cover" a new
med, but at the highest tier, so a copay will be $300+. I've had to get creative to access meds/devices
or go without. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat Thank you! It's been a game changer, for sure! 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
A5, My husband and I have discussed money regarding my health, he is okay spending whatever we
need for me to get help. But I grew up without money and my childhood illnesses were dismissed, so
there is trauma there that I'm working through #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A5: I experienced that with Nurtec but not with any of the others - I
had to fight like crazy to get it & like u I don't qualify for the copay programs. Often people on
government-funded ins fall through the cracks which is really sad. #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
A5. My insurance didn’t want to cover Nurtec but eventually did. They also made me wait for Emgality.
If I remember correctly, they made me wait a few weeks for pre-authorization before eventually
approving it. #MigraineChat (1/2) 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
Eye doc with migraine and then did some #MigraineChat, I'm calling myself productive today. Now, I
shall fall over. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton tbh, I will never understand why insurance would rather pay for a
procedure that requires a certified HCP to administer in office rather than a packet of mass-produced
pills we can just pick up at the pharmacy. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A5: that's so sad, & a story we hear all too often. #migrainechat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton Treatment fatigue has been HUGE for me. And getting seemingly "uncommon" side
effects with everything. I tried lyrica back in the spring and had awful phonophobia, and I just couldn't
bear to try anything else for several months. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton It’s absolutely miserable. My Twitter followers got the privilege of
watching many a meltdown these last few months as I’d think something was handled and then bam it
wasn’t. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A5: I totally agree! It makes no sense financially - #migrainechat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
Ultimately, I was one of the lucky ones who didn’t have to wait too long and my insurance agreed to
cover it. My pharmacy helped me out too and found a coupon that let me have a $0 co-pay for
Emgality and Nurtec. #MigraineChat (2/2) 
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Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
Hi #MigraineChat -- I thought I was just going to lurk, but then I saw a question I wanted to answer! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@bisexualturtle @beth_morton Oh yeah this. My primary care doctor has his favorite phase of “oh this
is such a low dose medication” like lol I will have those rare side effects please just help me move
forward #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A5: totally understand - I've shed more tears over insurance
issues than anything else to do with #migraine I think. It's exhausting, depressing, discouraging, & so
unnecessary to have all those barriers. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner You got a refund??!!! I tried it for three months and it didn't work. I want my money
back! 😆 Yeah, I stopped after that because the price jumped a lot. (BTW: My friend called it the head
stapler bc of the noise it made.) #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton A5: that's great news that you are able to use the copay program or
savings card. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A1: I hear a lot through my work at @GHLForg and from other migraine advocates like you and of
course my doctor! I now have a wonderful relationship with my new doc where we discuss new
migraine treatments and side effects, etc. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5. My first barrier was insurance and cost. Insurance was unwilling to co-approve
Emgality and Botox and I was unwilling to give up Botox (a thing that at least does something) on a
gamble. (cont) #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A5 #MigraineChat Finding a knowledgable neurologist has been a huge barrier. And
the VA isn't very up-to-date on newer treatments. Also, I had great difficulty continuing Botox
treatment when I moved & transferred to a new VA care facility. 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A5: I tried Emgality when I was still on private insurance and Aimovig when my
Medicare kicked in and the difference in cost was…vast. And I’m not a private insurance defender. I
just wish CGRPs weren’t $ on Medicare. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. This is a favorite Q of mine, a chance to tell researchers and headache specialists: What is your
wishlist for either preventive or acute #migraine treatments in the future? What is important to you in a
migraine treatment? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DOatgjMjcw 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton I definitely had a “if I was rich I could just pay cash like the celebs
they have doing the commercials” moment a few times. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@migrainesallday @GHLForg A1: that's great that you have a new doc you like & who helps you.
That makes all the difference! #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton The worst! Sorry you're experiencing such bureaucracy.
#MigraineChat 

S @shek1029 
At one point I had 4 different specialty pharmacies since my insurance wouldn't cover some of my
migraine meds. Right now I'm down to one, but now I can't get Cambia anymore b/c my insurance still
won't cover it and the pharmacy I would get it at doesn't offer it anymore. 😑 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Are you able to seek care outside of the VA? #MigraineChat 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A1. This! #MigraineChat and @beth_morton are such amazing
resources, and I’m lucky to have met Beth on twitter very early in my migraine onset process. 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5 cont: Once I'd (temporarily) managed to get around that barrier, my barrier to
continuing was the actual mechanism of delivery. I had help with the starter injections and managed
the next 3 on my own, but by the 4th month I was too distressed to continue. #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@beth_morton I was curious on government insurance’s coverage of migraine meds. Who can afford
a $300 co-pay?? That’s ridiculous. I guess it’s good to know that I would definitely not be able to afford
my meds if I ever have to leave my private insurance behind #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@enignosos @beth_morton Right it’s like they don’t realize we’re in agony during the process and
then we’re the only go between between all the places and it makes us sicker #MigraineChat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
@HemingwayMuse @migrainemeander @beth_morton No joke, an add popped up for that exact
thing on my timeline once I started #MigraineChat. I'm so conflicted lol 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Yes that was part of their deal, when I tried it at least. I want your money back for you
too!! The sound of the noise is so accurate 😂 it took my aback the first time & I don’t think I ever
*quite* got used to it. Plus it kinda zaps you? #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A6: Such a great Q! I have a long wishlist but top is: affordable, ZERO side effects,
effective, no interaction with other meds or conditions. For acute treatments - that they work in a
matter of mins; none of this "2-hr relief" which doesn't work for a bad attack. #migrainechat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5 cont: I wanted to name that as a barrier bc I felt a lot of shame around it -- like I
should be "better" and "able to overcome it" and "willing to do anything to get well" (all of this is BS)
and I want other people to not feel alone if they also experience this. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton This is the biggest reason I’m fighting to retain access to my private
supplemental insurance in addition to Medicare. The cost difference for the CGRPs of which I need
ubrelvy is astronomical #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@kelseysmigraine A few of the new meds might be on lower tiers (e.g., they might have one
preventive CGRP), but my plan has put the new acute meds at the top tier for now. #MigraineChat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. This is a favorite Q of mine, a chance to tell researchers and headache
specialists: What is your wishlist for either… 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
A6 When I am trying something new, I've often heard "This will fix you right up". And then they are
confused that I'm not all better! I want realistic hope, hope that the treatment will work but
understanding that migraines are complex and it may not work for me #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@migrainemeander @OneSickVet Telehealth access to HAS was amazing. Unfortunately, I'm already
seeing that access closing. I was hoping that was something that would stick around. #MigraineChat 

Toors Denote @toorsdenote 
@beth_morton Hi #MigraineChat ! I'm toorsdenote. This is my first time participating. I have
hemiplegic migraine and my attacks last for like a week, including postdrome. I'm really struggling
right now with feeling like I can never plan anything, because I can't trust my brain to show up. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@enignosos @migrainemeander @beth_morton I'll be starting botox next month. I also feel like I was
backed into corner with it. I don't want to get needles in my face but either it will work or I'll get it over
with so insurance will cover something else. #MigraineChat 
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Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
RT @beth_morton: Tomorrow! I'll be joined for #MigraineChat by Shoshana (@migrainemeander) to
discuss the latest #migraine treatments. Qs… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5 cont: And honestly, it's this more than the insurance shenanigans and cost that
keep me from trying the other injected CGRP options, despite a new provider pushing them.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 I no longer feel like I have a practical list but I firmly believe we should have access
to things like vampirism or being werewolves as treatments. Legends say they heal so I want to heal.
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@kelseysmigraine @beth_morton A5: that really is a ridiculous copay - #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A6 #MigraineChat More research & funding across the board and, for me, research &
treatments for rare migraine (migraine w brainstem aura; vestibular migraine; hemiplegic migraine).
Also, research & tx for chronic migraine. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A2: In the beginning ( 2016) I was comfortable waiting for almost a year, but I think that was b/c my
migraine attacks were not as severe. Now they are pretty severe & chronic, so I'm desperate for relief.
I always discuss the risk and options with my dr. #MigraineChat 

Toors Denote @toorsdenote 
@AceOnFire77 @beth_morton I have three coworkers, all with migraine, and two of the four of us
have hemiplegic. What are the odds?? #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@enignosos @beth_morton Exactly. This is the first week in months I’m not fighting and I actually
have time to plan meals and cook for myself again. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton A5: I think a lot of us feel shame about #migraine for one reason or
another, & that's really sad. It's part of the #migrainestigma we deal with. Definitely not alone!
#migrainechat 

Maddie Sedai 🐍 @hazelmaddie 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A werewolf curse doesn't sound too bad. You are mostly fine but
then get super horny one day of the month? Sounds good to me 😂 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: That was a fast chat! I know some are still catching up, but any last thoughts? Related questions
we didn’t get to in today’s #MigraineChat? 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton A6 #MigraineChat "work in a matter of minutes" = Oh, yes! [The
other stuff too, of course.] 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3: Yes, I have Nurtec as one of my acute treatments. It works ok for me, especially if
taken before bed (luckily, my migraines tend to be in the evening). I also tried one dose of Emgality
and had a VERY bad month with much worse migraine pain. Never again. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton A6: yes yes and yes! #migrainechat - more funding is desperately
needed, and chronic migraine so often gets left off the studies. That needs to change. 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
A6. Affordability for all patients. Access to healthcare shouldn’t be tiered or tied to employment. On a
personal level, I prefer injections than to swallow pills constantly so more injection options for ppl like
me, please  #MigraineChat (1/2) 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank Shoshana (@migrainemeander) for co-hosting today & sharing so much helpful
information. You can find even more on her website & by tuning into the presentations she regularly
schedules with various experts. [Links in her bio or she can share below.] #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: I want something specific for daily chronic migraine. I'm tired of the calculus of 'will
this episodic migraine med translate to me?' Side effects that don't make other migraine sx worse
(e.g. nausea, brain fog, insomnia). Not costing thousands to try 9 pills! #MigraineChat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton Q6 What Shosh (MM) said! Just good treatment that’s affordable for everyone.
#migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @enignosos @migrainemeander @beth_morton *hugs* I remember trying it when I
had no other options and felt the exact same way. I hope you find some relief with it #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4: Yes, I have a Cefaly. I find it helpful during attacks. I also used it for 20min every
night for a long time, which I don’t think made a big difference to my migraine regularity but was a nice
pre-bedtime sleep-inducing routine (it definitely makes me sleepy!). #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@kelseysmigraine A6: that's a great thing to have on a wishlist. Many of us already take a lot of pills &
during attacks it's often hard to absorb the meds. It would be great to have more injections, nasal
sprays, etc. #migrainechat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: If concussion —> chronic migraine patients tend to be the most stubborn (my
doctors’ words), then how can we best treat those cases? Should those cases be approached
differently? Is there specific research being done to better target our treatment? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. The Facebook group is
officially closed, so please consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat (link in next tweet).

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The #MigraineChat Discord group is a great place to socialize, vent, & ask questions between chats!
When you enter, accept the rules (👍) and all other channels will become accessible.
https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Oh yes yes yes. Me and Beth have discussed this a few times. Nothing
seems to have any chronic migraine or daily migraine research so interpreting results is complicated
#MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5: I bought my Cefaly out of pocket (or, rather, my mom got it for me as a present,
because it’s not cheap). Luckily my neurologists have been pretty good about getting me migraine
treatments that work, though I did have to fail out of several to try Emgality. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes; I also have Tricare. I just haven't had the energy to find a
neurologist/HAS through a different channel yet. [said appreciatively; I do appreciate folks helping
each other in the Void & #MigraineChat] 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@hazelmaddie @beth_morton Brutal cold winter here, would love to shift and have a nice thick coat.
Definitely more pros than cons here #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton Thank you for having me! You can get more info about MigraineMeanderings on our
website: https://t.co/ZwaIYpvser, download our Migraine Treatment Toolbox, see upcoming events, our
blog, Migraine FAQs & more! #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Work in minutes, yes! It's either 'this might take the edge off in 2
hours' rescue meds or 'you need to do this for 3 months before any real benefit' preventatives. So
frustrating when you're in pain. #MigraineChat 

Toors Denote @toorsdenote 
@beth_morton A2. I've never gotten to try one as soon as it was approved -- but I always say yes to
anything a doc suggests. I'm kind of desperate to try anything that might help. #MigraineChat 
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Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton Thanks Beth. This was my first one. It’s fantastic. So appreciate you! #migrainechat 

Shosh Lipson @ShoshLipson 
RT @beth_morton: I want to thank Shoshana (@migrainemeander) for co-hosting today & sharing so
much helpful information. You can find even… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton If you’d like I can pass along my HAS info to you. He offers telehealth
and I really like him #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5.2 There was no fight for my Nurtec rx, because it was given to me to try to get me
out of the severe negative side effects I was experiencing from my Emgality dose. I only have the 8
doses/month for acute treatment, though, not the 16/mo for prevention. #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
Insurance shouldn’t require patients to go through trial and error several meds to get access to meds
that work better. So less of this too! Assuming this issue is cost-related, create cheaper medication for
people. There’s millions of us out here #MigraineChat (2/2) 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable.
I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host. I'm… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@toorsdenote @AceOnFire77 Wow, I hope that makes for a really understanding workplace!
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Oh yes and going off this, is there a way we can combine research
with pro sports and concussions/TBI to improve migraine treatment funding and awareness
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@kelseysmigraine I think that insurance should have much less of a role in deciding things like that -
drs know their patients better than ins companies, but they are second-guessed all the time -
#migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes, please! My DMs are open. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6: For me, I’d like to see more research with patient populations with comorbidities
like MCAS, EDS, POTS, etc. Genetic testing to match patients with the acute and preventive
treatments that will work for them instead of a year+ of trying and failing other rx. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @migrainemeander @beth_morton This is where I’m hopeful for Qulipta. The results
of more immediate relief have my hopes up #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton YES. I do feel like research on concussion is lacking but that
would be super interesting. It really does feel like there is so much that needs to be learned about
migraine and concussions/PCS. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6.2 And as a followup to that genetic matching, I’d like to see insurance companies
recognize that it’s cheaper and better to quickly match patients with what works and NOT FIGHT IT!!!
Cover the tests, cover the meds. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Please feel free to catch up on the chat questions. If you are joining late, reading through, or want to
answer later because you don't feel up to it now, that's absolutely fine, too! I'm going to take a break
and check on #MigraineChat a bit later. Thanks everyone! 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton Whoops, #MigraineChat 
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Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
@beth_morton Hi I'm Jessica. Joining from Minnesota. Weather change and high barometric pressure
caused a 2 day migraine flare up with 3 days of stomach issues afterwards. The stomach component
is new to me but not wholly unexpected as it runs in my family along with migraines. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Thanks, @beth_morton and @migrainemeander! #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@sagetoko @beth_morton A6: I'd love to see more research on common comorbidities, as I have a
few. It stands to reason that if you have other neurological or inflammatory conditions, your migraine
might be different to treat than in someone without those other issues. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ShoshLipson @migrainemeander Likewise! Thanks all your amazing resources! #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A1. Honestly, until I became apart of this community, I'd been very unaware of most of the new
treatments. I think my PCP is not fully up to date on new treatments and therefore cannot inform me.
#MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@HemingwayMuse I believe they do, I’ll double-check before purchasing #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@beth_morton Ugh, of course they do. Anything that’s new and likely to be more effective would be
out of reach. Hang in there Beth 💛 #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A2. Like I said in A1, I've been largely unaware of new treatments. So I've never had the opportunity. I
also don't qualify for many treatments due to the lack of frequency and severity of my migraines.
#MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@migrainemeander Thank you! I take about 8 pills on a daily basis, 9 if you count the Rizatriptan. It’s
too much so, I will happily welcome injections, nasal sprays, even gummies 😂 #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@MaeExhausted @beth_morton This is why we need way more HAS than we have in the US.
Migraine is such a common disease, then factor in other HA disorders too. I get that it's not fun to treat
because it can't be cured only managed, but we all need specialized help. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A3. I feel like my answers for this chat are going to be very repetitive. I've not had the opportunity to
try any of the new preventative or acute treatment medication. #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@migrainemeander Very true. A corporation who’s only interest is $ shouldn’t get to decide what kind
of medication you need #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Great topic and a fun chat. Looking forward to more in the future.
Thank you both for hosting! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@Schwinnjessica I hope as you read through you get some ideas for what’s available and can maybe
try something new. It’s so great if you can get on treatment before frequency goes up  you’re ahead
of the game being here. #MigraineChat 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
@Schwinnjessica My PCP was the same way. They wanted to keep me on NSAIDs. Luckily, I was
able to see a neurologist who could help #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
@HemingwayMuse I'm very lucky. I've also got some great resources in that I'm the 5th or 6th gen.
migraine sufferer in my family. Last fall we upped my beta blocker dosage (used for anxiety as well)
and that has helped immensely with the frequency of my migraines. #MigraineChat 
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kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
Y’all I need to be working but I’d much rather be going through #MigraineChat 

Margo White @MWPony01 
I'm Margo. Greetings to you all. I've been having a rough week too although not quite as many
migraines as I normally have. I hope everyone out there is recovering from Thanksgiving and enjoyed
the holiday. 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A4. I have not had the opportunity to try any of the approved devices for #Migraine #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A5. My main barrier to access these new treatments are that my PCP is not knowledgeable in them.
So, until I started engaging with this community I was unaware of them. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A6.a Also, I wish all of the information I have been lucky enough to access through this community
was more widely available for people. #MigraineChat 

Jessica @Schwinnjessica 
A6. I wish in general there was more research done and available for #Migraines I also think there
needs to be more extensive research done into the link between migraines, anxiety/depression,
stomach issues, hormones, etc. #MigraineChat 

Harley (dog) & Frankie (human) @HarleyHellhound 
@beth_morton A3: I started Aimovig last year and have had fab results. I’ve been able to reduce
opioids and visits with pain management by a significant amount. It’s reduced frequency and severity
of episodes much more noticeably than other preventives I’ve tried. #MigraineChat 

Sue 313 @suebouchard313 
RT @beth_morton: Reminders: (1) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please
don’t use GIFs or flashing media, as they… 

Sue 313 @suebouchard313 
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. The
Facebook group is officially closed, so… 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A5: I haven't run into barriers yet since I'm still at the nerve blocks stage of treatment.
I'm very lucky they are covered by Ontario insurance, since I have no other insurance. BUT I'm on
week 2 and no improvement yet... #MigraineChat 1/2 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@beth_morton A5: So might be applying for compassionate care for botox next, and hopefully have
parents' help to cover at least some further treatments. Am very, very privileged I have their support.
But so frustrating they are SO expensive. And I feel like a huge burden 😭#MigraineChat 2/2 

Cathy Crea    @cathycrea 
@beth_morton I got about 2 years of relief with Ajovy, then it seemed to quit suddenly. Neuro
switched me to Emgality but that didn’t help at all. I’ve tried Nurtec as an abortive but it didn’t do
anything. Virtually no side effects to any, except a flare of Reynaud’s. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A1:As suprising as it may seem I get 2 hear about new treatments on Twitter! I am
pretty new 2 social media but main reason 4 being on here is 2 connect with others with similar
https://t.co/RqZJ1nn3CQ yes,I hear more on ere thru organisations, trusts or by
patients!#MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: I hear a lot through my work at @GHLForg and from other migraine
advocates like you and of course my doctor! I no… 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2:Ive ad a headache condition since 2003 but only got diagnosed as late as 2018!
(Long story) Ive only experimented with a few medications but am open to new ones ASAP. Why
wait?.Personally I've waited long enough. Plus I am aware of the risks with most
medications.#MigraineChat 
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Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A4: I had a trial with gammacore back in 2019, but unfortunately recd no benefits. If
offered a trial though please give it a go! It just wasn't suitable for my condition but could be suitable 4
others. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A6: My wishlist is pretty simple, MORE communication required btw patient and
specialist. In today's evolving world modern day technology minimizes & eclipses communication...
why? The best means of communication is vocally...#MigraineChat 

Cathy Crea    @cathycrea 
@beth_morton A6: I’d like to see the ability to be more aggressive in preventative treatments, rather
than “you’re better off than before and that’s good enough!” #MigraineChat 

Cathy Crea    @cathycrea 
@beth_morton A5: Insurance, insurance, insurance. Step therapy, restrictive formularies, or too many
rules about what treatments are allowed with other treatments. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@HemingwayMuse @OneSickVet @beth_morton It's definitely disheartening that there's such little
research on tx for chronic daily migraine 😢 #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton As a daily chronic migraine sufferer, super duper co-sign👏👏👏
#MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton A6: Welp, my doctor wasn't quite so frank with my post-traumatic
HA/chronic migraine diagnosis, but I'm not surprised 😬 Focus in this area (and also more edu for GPs
so people like me can get properly diagnosed sooner, instead of 3+ years) is desperately needed.
#MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A4. I don’t tolerate Cefaly because of allodynia. But I absolutely love my Nerivio and
use it first line. It doesn’t completely stop the attack but it shortens the overall duration and there are
so side effects and easy to control. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A6. I’d love to see genetic testing and personalized treatment become the norm with
migraine treatment. Less of this trial and error stuff. And also affordability and easy access. But that’s
for any treatment. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@InAutistic @brainishthings Interesting. This is good to know. #MigraineChat 

Brainish Things: ADHD & Migraines. @brainishthings 
@beth_morton A2. Depends on how bad the migraine episodes are. I would prefer to have access to
a plethora of research (i.e waiting) regarding mechanisms, side effects & long-term effects. However,
when my migraines are as bad, honestly, IDGAF. I’d swallow a swarm of bees. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton I keep forgetting to add #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A2. I’m far more open to the treatments that have been developed specifically for
migraine. I’ve had such bad outcomes with some of the other options that have been available to us
previously that I’m quite cautious about being a guinea pig for them. #MigraineChat 

👋 renée berry @rfberry 
What are the barriers to making this the standard? #MigraineChat 

Brainish Things: ADHD & Migraines. @brainishthings 
@beth_morton Hear about: social media, Google/news alerts, migraine groups, doctor. Gather info:
Google scholar, social media/migraine groups/users (Twitter, Reddit/FB/TikTok) #MigraineChat 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
Insurance companies have so much control over our ability to access treatments. It’s frustrating AF.
#MigraineChat 

Brainish Things: ADHD & Migraines. @brainishthings 
@InAutistic @beth_morton I still take it occasionally, TBH. It was helpful for prodrome/aura that
Ubrelvy couldn’t break & I needed to see to work/function. Ubrelvy (2x) didn’t get rid of migraine in
prodrome so I guess she was right. But I was able to work so… I’m ok with that. #MigraineChat 

UncoveredMyths @UncoveredMyths 
RT @hazelmaddie: A1, I prefer to wait, take my time reading studies and to discuss with my
neurologist. Unfortunately, if my insurance pays… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@smithbrainz @CSWhiteMD @beth_morton For real. To think we could have that kind of info gives
me chills! #MigraineChat 

Starburst_Nova ⭕  @Starburst_Nova 
If someone could turn the brightness down on my brain that would be great. #migraines #migraine
#MigraineChat #chronicillness 

Brainish Things: ADHD & Migraines. @brainishthings 
@beth_morton Emgality-worked exceptionally well w side effects- pain, bone pain, breast pain,
extreme hair loss, anxiety/depression, constipation Aimovig-OMG the constipation. More migraines w
fewer side effects Nurtec-WHY artificial sweeteners? Nope 👎 Ubrelvy-yes, please. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@dianaelee @beth_morton This resonates a lot. These more migraine specific options definitely
make me feel better than yet another antidepressant that might just help but leaves me with a whole
host of side effects. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Hey #MigraineChat if you had a good experience with Nurtec as a preventative and would like to help
share your patient story please let me know  

K̴i̴m̴ @peace_change 
RT @CSWhiteMD: @beth_morton A6. I’d love to see genetic testing and personalized treatment
become the norm with migraine treatment. Less of… 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A5. Insurance, which is directly tied to cost. The newer treatments are usually the
most expensive (no generic equivalent) so the insurance companies are loathe to approve it, at least
unless/until you have tired & failed a litany of other medications. #MigraineChat 

🎄 Golden Girls Quotes 🎄 @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A5. I had to stop taking Aimovig this year when I started a new job with crappy
insurance. The out of pocket cost was prohibitive. #MigraineChat 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A5. Continued…Insurance again. My MD has fight ANNUALLY w/my insurance
company in order to secure continued coverage for the (rescue) medication I have been using
successfully for a few years now. Without coverage it would cost $1,500 for 15 doses. 😳😢
#MigraineChat 

🎄 Golden Girls Quotes 🎄 @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A3. I was on 70 mg. of Aimovig for just over 2 years before my insurance changed and
I couldn't afford it anymore (even with the assistance program). Mixed bag. Some months, it seemed
to help. Other months, I still got slammed with migraines. No side effects. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
You ever get a letter from your health insurance that just makes you laugh bitterly for 3 solid minutes?
#NEISvoid #MigraineChat 1/2 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. The
Facebook group is officially closed, so… 

Lalita Times @LalitaTimes 
कही ंआपका िसरदद�  माइ�ेन की वजह से तो नही?ं अभी जािनये. https://t.co/6sBDYIauQG via @LalitaTimes
#MigraineChat #migraines #headache #healthyfaith #healthcare #Health #MedicalStudents
#lifestyleblog #pain #FitnessMotivation #tuesdayvibe #Tuesday #FactsMatter #Hindi #blog 
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Sweat and Cheers @SweatandCheer 
RT @LalitaTimes: कही ंआपका िसरदद�  माइ�ेन की वजह से तो नही?ं अभी जािनये. https://t.co/6sBDYIauQG via
@LalitaTimes #MigraineChat #migraine… 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: I hear a lot through my work at @GHLForg and from other migraine
advocates like you and of course my doctor! I no… 

Provide Aimovig for migraine on the NHS @PutAimovigOnNHS 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Have you encountered any barriers to accessing the new #migraine
treatments (provider access, insurance, cost, etc.)?… 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
Last thing my head needs right now is cold & cough symptoms  #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
Struggling to be feeling festive 😑 All the bright flickering Christmas lights 😬 extra noise 😬 proper
#BahHumbug #migrainechat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
A festive reminder that if a person says no to a alcoholic drink constantly asking them afterwards if
they’re sure or saying go on have just the one or weaker version is annoying & none of your business

 #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MichelleTocco1 That is the most frustrating part about devices for migraine. They can be such a
huge part of our treatment plan - w/fewer overall side effects and no risk of “rebound headache” - but
the cost makes them out of reach for way too many people. #MigraineChat 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Just coming round, losing daylight hours to #migraine & #photophobia is frustrating & exhausting
#migraineawareness #migrainesupport #migrainelife #zoomigraine #migraineuk #ukmigraine
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid #DisabilityTwitter #spoonie https://t.co/VjLEuc6gDE 

The Chronic Connection Podcast @thechronicpod 
Building a new mission statement for the podcast; What do you think? "To share insights from the
most influential patient leaders and medical experts who embody living well with chronic illness to help
you feel less alone and find a touch of inspiration." #migrainechat #NEISvoid 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Migraine and Headache Clinical Trial, Research, & Registry Opportunities
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid https://t.co/N3iPe2n5bb 

Britta Leofdæg M E ☮  @britta_el 
RT @beth_morton: Migraine and Headache Clinical Trial, Research, & Registry Opportunities
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid https://t.co/N3iPe2n5bb 

Crys @ewokmama 
RT @beth_morton: Migraine and Headache Clinical Trial, Research, & Registry Opportunities
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid https://t.co/N3iPe2n5bb 

DMF @DMFLostNFound
RT @migrainesallday: A1: I hear a lot through my work at @GHLForg and from other migraine
advocates like you and of course my doctor! I no… 

® Hessing79©  @Hessing79 
RT @beth_morton: Migraine and Headache Clinical Trial, Research, & Registry Opportunities
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid https://t.co/N3iPe2n5bb 

MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
@beth_morton I have tried all of them. The only notable side effect I had was nausea with Ubrelvy
initially. None of the injections helped me, but the Vyepti has been somewhat helpful. However I have
#IIH & hormonal issues so my #migraine is tx resistant. #migrainechat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
And now I'm going to get my booster with the same damn #migraine. The migraine gods can f*ck right
off. They will not win. Not today. I may feel differently tomorrow, tho. 
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Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A6. I'd really love to see more treatments without a pain focus, but for other
symptoms. I think it perpetuates the idea that migraine has to come with head pain and leaves a lot of
us with vestibular symptoms wondering if treatments will work for us too. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A4. I've been using gammaCore postpartum to help with vestibular migraine
symptoms and the occasional headache. Overall it's been working well for me and doesn't feel as
strange as some of the others. #MigraineChat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @UndeadTiger: #neisvoid #migrainechat had a round of Botox about a week & a half ago & have
had a few random episodes of tingling in my… 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
Questions: Does headache imply that head pain is present? If so, then why are medical clinics that
treat #migraine disease called headache clinics? #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
I have a pet peeve over this because it seems much of the discussion about #migraine disease
assumes pain is present. Pain is a significant issue for most people with migraine disease, but it is not
universal. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
Even at my headache clinic, some of the paperwork assumes pain. I have to complete a survey about
pain levels and the number of days I experience headaches before receiving my Botox injections.
(Insurance?) #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
To fill out these surveys, I translate headache into #migraine attacks and pain levels into quality-of-life
levels. I have to make the system fit my needs instead of the system supporting me. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
I'm suspect that the lack of pain is why it took decades to receive a #migraine variant diagnosis. And
this delay contributed to the chronification of the disease. #MigraineChat #VestibularMigraine 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
Side note: I like the Quality of Life Traffic Light system instead of the 1-to-10 pain scale. Green: I can
still go. Yellow: I have to slow down. Red: I have to stop. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
I am immensely grateful that I rarely have to deal with pain, and my stomach is left out of the misery
equation. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Bane @MigraineBane 
FYI: Head pain is rarely an issue for me, but my set of #migraine symptoms has and will incapacitate
me. I'm mostly functional until the brain fog sets in or my vestibular issues put me on my back.
#MigraineChat #VestibularMigraine 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton A6. The long term impact of concussion on pre-existing migraine &
vestibular migraine conditions, combined w/Ménière’s Disease. I was seen by a concussion specialist
& went thru extensive testing, therapies & additional meds - but basically kind of best guess stuff.
#MigraineChat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @PABOIPodcast: Who is one advocate or expert that you would love to talk to? #NEISvoid
#chronicillness #migrainechat 

KJK @KJK05551620 
RT @PABOIPodcast: Who is one advocate or expert that you would love to talk to? #NEISvoid
#chronicillness #migrainechat 

Anthrobotanica - Carolina Brooks @anthrobotanica 
Do you experience migraines? Check blood sugar regulation - if you feel better eating something
sweet or wake up with a headache it's likely poor blood sugar regulation! For more migraine facts &
tips, visit https://t.co/xJU09itRE1 #migrainechat #ChronicPain 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: How often have you been challenged for not behaving or looking like a
strangers idea of #disability ? How many have sa… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MigraineBane I agree the measures they collect from us during appointments (and as part of
research) are very pain focused. A few people pointed out during #MigraineChat yesterday this is a
shortcoming and maybe why treatments don't always work as well on non head pain symptoms. /2 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Hey #MigraineChat if you had a good experience with Nurtec as a
preventative and would like to help share your patient s… 

Provide Aimovig for migraine on the NHS @PutAimovigOnNHS 
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid #neurotwitter @HeadsUpNMC @KatyMunro1 @beth_morton 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: How often have you been challenged for not behaving or looking like a
strangers idea of #disability ? How many have sa… 

sweetie 🌸 @caramelfleur 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: How often have you been challenged for not behaving or looking like a
strangers idea of #disability ? How many have sa… 

Robin J. Schwartz @wordspixhealth 
An especially poignant reminder, as #LongCovid cases increase ⤵  

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @bisexualturtle: do I need to make a powerpoint or something to explain my illnesses and
symptoms to my family?? because it's getting o… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @PABOIPodcast: What's the worst thing a neurologist has ever told you about #migraine?
#migrainechat #NEISvoid #chronicillness 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @PABOIPodcast: What's the worst thing a neurologist has ever told you about #migraine?
#migrainechat #NEISvoid #chronicillness 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Another gepant (still a ways off, but a potentially faster acting nasal spray): Biohaven's migraine
therapy shows rapid pain relief in late-stage study #MigraineChat https://t.co/pOhXN3hpAf 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @beth_morton: Another gepant (still a ways off, but a potentially faster acting nasal spray):
Biohaven's migraine therapy shows rapid p… 

Sweetie’s Mom 🐾 💗 @monkeypawsrule 
Worst thing a (older male) neurologist told me (young female) - “that aspirin you’re taking daily is the
same as narcotics- you should go into rehab” seriously… 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
this is what I’ve been waiting for!! 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: Another gepant (still a ways off, but a potentially faster acting nasal spray):
Biohaven's migraine therapy shows rapid p… 

Stormclaus @stormcloude 
RT @beth_morton: Migraine and Headache Clinical Trial, Research, & Registry Opportunities
#MigraineChat #NEISvoid https://t.co/N3iPe2n5bb 

Wendy Hopper @whollyfool 
RT @beth_morton: Another gepant (still a ways off, but a potentially faster acting nasal spray):
Biohaven's migraine therapy shows rapid p… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @MaeNena73: You ever get a letter from your health insurance that just makes you laugh bitterly
for 3 solid minutes? #NEISvoid #Migraine… 
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Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
A friend of mine was recently diagnosed with Paroxysmal Hemicrania and is looking to connect with
other people who have it and/or good sources for information. Any help would be so appreciated!
#NEISvoid #MigraineChat 

Cathy Crea    @cathycrea 
Seeing a new neurologist today after my previous one left the state. I welcome any tips or suggestions
from team migraine! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @cathycrea: Seeing a new neurologist today after my previous one left the state. I welcome any
tips or suggestions from team migraine! #… 

Aiden Straw(berry)hun 🍓 @AStraww 
My favorite is singing “This could have been an email” 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @RachelxSussman: A friend of mine was recently diagnosed with Paroxysmal Hemicrania and is
looking to connect with other people who have… 

kelsey 🌿 @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: Another gepant (still a ways off, but a potentially faster acting nasal spray):
Biohaven's migraine therapy shows rapid p… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @PABOIPodcast: Building a new mission statement for the podcast; What do you think? "To share
insights from the most influential patient… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @PutAimovigOnNHS: #MigraineChat #NEISvoid #neurotwitter @HeadsUpNMC @KatyMunro1
@beth_morton 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @RachelxSussman: A friend of mine was recently diagnosed with Paroxysmal Hemicrania and is
looking to connect with other people who have… 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
hey #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid! I'm looking for a *microwaveable* head wrap that is a similar shape
to @koldtec halo (that ships to 🇨🇦) - i.e., warms up & wraps around back of neck and across
temples/forehead. Any help? https://t.co/uLAwCo9wjk 

BrainlessBlogger  @brainless_blog 
The latest Brainless Blogger News! https://t.co/tJKgMDQo2R #migrainechat #neisvoid 

festive void creature 😷 @InAutistic 
I’ve noticed a trend that my migraines tend to start within 30 minutes of getting up regardless of how
much earlier than that I wake up. I’m suspecting POTS involvement. Anyone with similar experience
found a strategy that works? #neisvoid #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @InAutistic: I’ve noticed a trend that my migraines tend to start within 30 minutes of getting up
regardless of how much earlier than th… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @bisexualturtle: hey #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid! I'm looking for a *microwaveable* head wrap
that is a similar shape to @koldtec halo (th… 

Christmas Jenn 🔥 🐑 @jlms_qkw 
RT @bisexualturtle: hey #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid! I'm looking for a *microwaveable* head wrap
that is a similar shape to @koldtec halo (th… 

CME Outfitters @cmeoutfitters 
“It’s remarkable what has happened in the last year an a half… there is such an opportunity now. It is
exciting, but sometimes quite daunting.” - @petergoadsby #migrainechat #migraine #NeuroTwitter 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @RachelxSussman: A friend of mine was recently diagnosed with Paroxysmal Hemicrania and is
looking to connect with other people who have… 
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the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @bisexualturtle: hey #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid! I'm looking for a *microwaveable* head wrap
that is a similar shape to @koldtec halo (th… 

     Morgan the Soup Gargoyle 🍜  @SoupGargoyle 
RT @bisexualturtle: hey #MigraineChat & #NEISvoid! I'm looking for a *microwaveable* head wrap
that is a similar shape to @koldtec halo (th… 
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